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Abstract

This research investigates the social processes and effects of par-
ticipation in two community-oriented choirs in Victoria, BC, and
seeks to identify the way in which social cohesion is experienced
during group singing practices. Interviews with ten choristers
and two conductors reveal the feelings of community that can
arise among participants and provide data for exploring how this
phenomenon occurs. Results indicate that social bonding in the
choral setting manifests itself in various ways. The key factors of
a common goal, shared values, a safe environment, community
interaction, and social infrastructure facilitate feelings of collec-
tive participation, lead to increased levels of trust, equality, con-
nection, and mutual caring. Participant exceptions also emerge,
evidence of the group’s heterogeneous approach to sociality. Anal-
ysis of both the processes and outcomes indicates that this ex-
ample of social interconnection is consistent with Victor Turner’s
anthropological definition of communitas, or intense communal
bonding.
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I. Introduction

Life can, at times, provide instances for the individual to join in
with the social collective. Singing communally is one such op-
portunity that has great potential for generating feelings of so-

cial cohesion. The knowledge that group singing can foster is widely
affirmed in literature both recent and established, but the matter is of-
ten approached with a focus on product rather than on process. The
present study seeks to uncover how this social experience occurs,
how it can be analyzed anthropologically, and how this awareness
can be beneficial.

Concerns over increased social isolation and alienation are a re-
curring point of discussion in the modern world. From the alienation-
focused commentary of Marx (1927/1974), to mid-twentieth-century
and contemporary debates about the problems of loneliness and so-
cial isolation (Cattan, Newell, Bond, and White, 2003; Hortulanus,
Machielse, and Meeuwesen, 2006; Josephson and Josephson, 1962;
Murchland, 1971; Pappenheim, 2000), trepidation over reduced con-
nection and interaction among citizens of industrial societies has per-
vaded the social sciences. Hortulanus et al. (2006, p. 4) note that
“(t)he fairly small communities in which people used to live have
made way for a multiplicity of social bonds within which people have
to function”. In this light, activities facilitating communal bonding in
contemporary urban society take on a high degree of relevance. I pro-
pose that research into the practice of choral singing, through direct
interaction with participants themselves, may provide insight into
ways in which such social connection is experienced.

Through the study of two Victoria community choirs, the Gettin’
Higher Choir and the Victoria Good News Choir, I examine the way
in which participants experience collective bonding through practice.
Drawing on the work of Victor Turner (1969, 1986) and Alfred Schütz
(1951), I suggest that singing together can establish a strong sense
of social unity, which can be explored through the experiences of
“mutual-tuning in” and communitas. This experience of communitas
fills an important space in social life — one of interaction, cohesion,
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and validation as part of a group.
The goal of the study is tri-fold: first, it is to gather participant

data documenting the lived experiences of shared community in a
choir setting, with an emphasis on how these experiences come about.
Second, it is to determine whether this experience and context is con-
sistent with the potent feeling of social togetherness referred to as
communitas by anthropologist Victor Turner in his seminal studies
on ritual and liminality, thus giving further insight into the social
processes. Third, it is to open the door to further discussions on how
this kind of socio-musical experience can be an effective, positive tool
of social intervention and change.

II. Review

Extensive research has been done on the topic of group singing, al-
though the interdisciplinary nature of the topic means that the vast
majority comes from diverse, non-anthropological sources. The ben-
eficial social components of group singing activities have been signif-
icantly addressed in the fields of biology, psychology, health, music
therapy, sociology, social work, and music education, as well as in
the areas of sound studies and anthropology. The positive impact of
the social singing experience has therefore been repeatedly studied
and acknowledged, providing a firm and thorough grounding for the
present study.

Biological research has asserted the physiological basis of feel-
ings of community derived from group singing experiences. Singing
together has been shown to generate release of the so-called “bond-
ing hormone”, oxytocin, which may contribute to consequent experi-
ences of communal bonding (Grape, Sandgren, Hansson, Ericson, &
Theorell, 2002). Neurological studies have shown evidence of brain-
wave synchronization during concurrent musical activity (Linden-
berger, Li, Gruber, & Müller, 2009), and research has revealed that
coordinated singing raises and lowers participants’ heart rates simul-
taneously (Vickhoff et al., 2013). Endorphin production accompanies
singing, leading to positive shared experiences that can have a unify-
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ing effect (Dunbar, Kaskatis, MacDonald, & Barra, 2012).
Given these documented factors, it is unsurprising that the field of

music therapy has taken particular interest in the shared singing phe-
nomenon. Choral activity has been studied as a means of providing
social and psychological benefits to marginalized populations such
as homeless men (Bailey & Davidson, 2002, 2003, 2005) and female
prison inmates (Silber, 2005). Bailey and Davidson found that partic-
ipating in a choir strengthened feelings of community among choir
members who had experienced alienation and dissociation through
homelessness. Silber’s work in a prison in Israel indicated that par-
ticipation in a choir — involving collaboration, cooperation, focus,
and balance — had substantial effects on interpersonal interactions,
conflict resolution, and processes of bonding.

Choral singing has also been shown to be beneficial to partici-
pants suffering from physical disadvantages such as illness and dis-
ability. A study with neurological patients in New Zealand illus-
trated similar experiences of increased social interaction and feelings
of acceptance and community (Fogg and Talmage, 2011). These ef-
fects have been extended to more general health studies, which extoll
the virtues of participating in choirs for general wellbeing (Eades &
O’Connor, 2008, Gick, 2011). Several studies have examined the ef-
fect of creative activities on aging populations, and choral singing
in particular has provided an avenue for reducing social isolation
and depression (Cohen, 2006; Cohen et al., 2006; Creech, Hallam, Hi-
lary, & Varvarigou, 2013; Dingle, Brander, Ballantyne, & Baker, 2012;
Greaves & Farbus, 2006; Teater & Baldwin, 2014).

In recent years, the focus of studies has begun to include choral
singing among the general public. Bailey and Davidson (2005) com-
pared their study of the men’s homeless choir with a socioeconomi-
cally middle class choir, to research the issues of primary importance
for each group. In Australia, Judd and Pooley (2014) studied the role
of community choirs for their non-marginalized members. Similar
themes emerged, with social cohesion and community engagement
ranking high on the list of choral attributes described by participants.
This suggests that choral singing has integral unifying features that
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generate feelings of community among participants of all spheres.
Research by Mary Copeland Kennedy (2009) in Victoria, British

Columbia sets a precedent for the current study. From a music educa-
tor’s perspective, she sought to reveal participant experiences of the
community-oriented Gettin’ Higher Choir (one of the choirs also fea-
tured in the present study). Conducted by Shivon Robinsong and De-
nis Donnelly, and now in its 18th year, the choir’s philosophy main-
tains that anyone can sing and all are welcome. In her fieldwork,
Kennedy found that the social aspect of singing in the choir was a
very powerful component of members’ involvement. She notes that
“(b)y far the most important feature of choir membership was the
aspect of community established among choir members” (Kennedy
2009:189). However, since the article takes a broad approach to the
nature of the choir as a whole, these particular responses are not the
focal point and there is limited capacity to explore this topic in detail.
Rather, it remains confined to a paragraph. I wished to know more
about these social experiences — not merely the fact that they were
happening, but how and why they came about, and whether they had
elements in common with a more widely applicable experience of so-
cial bonding. The localized nature of Kennedy’s research meant that
I was able to continue with the same choir and region. This study
therefore takes these results as the basis for further research and ex-
amination, returning to this same choir but seeking to dig deeper into
the process to determine the key factors contributing to social cohe-
sion.

In order to examine this social phenomenon in a methodical man-
ner, I sought a system of analysis that could be transferred across
genres and be compared to other social practices and activities. An
understanding of the social processes inherent in choral participation,
and identification of the progression and contextual setting through
which these processes occur, equips both the individual and the com-
munity with the knowledge needed to use this social and musical
resource to its greatest potential.

Coming from the field of anthropology, I chose to situate the
topic within an anthropological framework and turned to the work
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of renowned cultural anthropologist Victor Turner. While his ideas
about cultural practices and sociality were first posited in the mid-
twentieth century, and have since been debated and critiqued up un-
til the present day (e.g. Eade & Sallnow 1991) aspects of his work
are still respected as being highly relevant and valid. Turner’s writ-
ings drew on van Gennep’s (1909) outline of the human ritual process,
as divided into three basic stages: separation, liminality, and reinte-
gration. Liminality — the most relevant of these categories, for the
present study — refers to a transient state of being in limbo, of being
in between stages of existence and removed from one’s usual struc-
tured position in life. It is this state, when shared with others, which
can give rise to the compelling feeling of social unity that Turner de-
fines as communitas, andwhich I will subsequently discuss in relation
to the choral experience.

In utilizing Turner’s ideas, I have been selective about which as-
pects I incorporate, and which I reject. Turner’s fieldwork in kinship-
based societies emphasizes a division between secularity and sacred
ritual, a distinction which I find does not necessarily apply in the case
of community choirs. He also suggests that the state of liminality
(and consequently communitas) can only occur when a group under-
goes a distinct separation from society; again, this is not applicable
in my research. However, his discussion of the social relations that
facilitate communitas, as well as of the surrounding criteria that may
be present, holds a high degree of relevance when analysing similar
experiences among choral members.

Turner describes communitas as a sensation of intense social bond-
ing, occurring spontaneously when a group of individuals undergo
the same shared, equalizing experience (Turner, 1969:96-97). Draw-
ing on ritual examples, Turner suggests that communitas occurswhen
participants join together in a procedure or activity that generates a
context of

lowliness and sacredness, of homogeneity and comrade-
ship. We are presented, in such rites, with a “moment in
and out of time,” and in and out of secular social structure,
which reveals, however fleetingly, some recognition (in
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symbol if not always in language) of a generalized social
bond that has ceased to be and has simultaneously yet to
be fragmented into amultiplicity of structural ties. These
are the ties organized in terms either of caste, class, or
rank hierarchies or of segmentary oppositions…
(Turner 1969:96; my emphasis)

Turner posits that the circumstances necessary to experience commu-
nitas are those that accompany a liminal state — a situation of being
“in-between” or removed from normative social states or conditions.

Turner compares two possible circumstances of social existence
— one of structure, and one of anti-structure. The first involves being
firmly situated in one’s hierarchical social role or position. The sec-
ond, characterized in liminality, involves the opposite traits. These
include equality, anonymity, absence of status and rank, heteronomy,
and humility (1969, p. 106). He explains that the latter state of this
dialectic, and the consistent inverse relationship between them both,
is “a matter of giving recognition to an essential and generic human
bond, without which there could be no society” (1969, p. 97). Accord-
ing to Turner, the experience of communitas occurring in liminality
“dissolves the norms that govern structures and institutionalized re-
lationships” (1969, p. 128). The high and the low temporarily come
together, acknowledging one another’s innate humanness and social
validity. In Turner’s view, this group of equals is often presided over
by an external authority figure (although this suggests inconsisten-
cies pertaining to the hierarchy/equality dialectic). The process of
coming together as equals, departed from their usual roles in soci-
ety, is prevalent in choral participation, leading me to believe that
Turner’s approach may be justly applied to an analysis of the associ-
ated social experience.

While Turner’s work forms the primary theoretical foundation
for my study, various additional sources supplement and further com-
plement this approach. Edith Turner (2012), in her recent book Com-
munitas: The Anthropology of Collective Joy, notes that music, among
other activities, can serve as a vessel for the communitas experience
of social cohesion. Anthropologist and musicologist Thomas Turino
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(2008) further pursues this principle in the introduction toMusic as So-
cial Life: The Politics of Participation. He suggests that joining inmusi-
cal performance constitutes a transient, exceptional experience akin
to the aforementioned state of liminality. He also points out that mak-
ing sounds collectively requires blending and cooperation, resulting
in synchrony (a similar point is made by Silber, 2005). Turino notes
that participatory musical practices are usually focused on egalitar-
ian relations and a welcoming community spirit, that they are often
“more about the social relations being realized” (2008, p. 29), and
can, in any context, be “valuable for processes of personal and social
integration” (2008, p. 1). This important community role of shared
music-making is represented by the ideologies of the choirs featured
in this study, and evidence of the social dimension was expected to
be strongly present in the impressions of participants.

Sociologist Alfred Schütz (1951) has argued that shared musical
practices have a unique capacity for facilitating interpersonal rela-
tionships, through a process in which “each, simultaneously, shares
in vivid present the other’s stream of consciousness in immediacy”
(1951, p. 95) The experience of participating in the same immediate
musical moment may provide another example of the way in which
communitas is experienced by choral participants. Schütz further
elaborates on this concept, stating that:

…this sharing of each other’s flux of experiences in in-
ner time, this living through a vivid present in common,
constitutes…the mutual tuning-in relationship, the expe-
rience of the “We”, which is at the foundation of all pos-
sible communication.
(Schütz 1951:92)

The “mutual tuning-in relationship” expressed by Schütz in many
ways epitomizes the way in which communitas can be applied to
choral singing. His allusion to a collective “We”— derived from the “I”
and “Thou”— is a probable expression of Buber’s “I-Thou” philosophy
(1923/1970), which is also referenced by Turner in his discussion of
communitas (1969, p. 126-127), linking these respective approaches.
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I propose that communitas can be realized through group singing
practices based on the way in which individuals join together in pur-
suit of common values and goals. In a choral setting, the opposi-
tion to societal structure is not intentional so much as circumstan-
tial — to effectively create a successful choral product, one must put
aside personal differences in favour of the collective whole. I suggest
that this characteristic may emerge in participant responses, and that
Turner’s approach to social relationships in a liminal contextmay pro-
vide a theoretical basis for the common experience of social bonding
through choir membership and group singing, as well as illustrate a
means by which the individual may feel themselves to be part of a
social collective.

III. Methods

For this project I interviewed a total of ten choir members and two
conductors from two different community choirs in Victoria, B.C.,
Canada. I chose the choirs — the Gettin’ Higher Choir and the Victo-
ria GoodNews Choir — based on their inclusive, community-oriented
ideology, and because they were secular, amateur, non-auditioned,
mixed-voice, and voluntary. Since the study focused specifically on
how singing together can be experienced as a communal social mech-
anism, it made sense to choose choirs for which social communion
was part of the intended goal. It was also preferable to avoid any com-
pounding factors resulting from a religious context, obligatory partic-
ipation, or professionally oriented musical goals. This will have had
an effect on the data collected, as participants were aware of the com-
munity focus of the choir and the study; different results would have
been obtained had the sample choirs maintained a different ethos.

The Human Research Ethics Board at the University of Victoria
provided approval to undertake the project. In this study I sought to
take a phenomenological approach, documenting the first-hand expe-
riences of participants in order to best represent the social dynamics
of the choir from the ground up. My goal was not simply to provide
further definitive evidence that choirs are social, but rather to doc-
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ument how this sociality is experienced. Therefore, in the style of
Kennedy (2009) and Judd and Pooley (2014), I concluded that semi-
structured one-on-one interviews would be the most effective for
gathering this type of qualitative data.

Following contact with choir directors, I attended a rehearsal of
each choir, explaining the nature of the research and offering an in-
formation package with further information, my contact information,
and a copy of the consent form. The sample obtained was therefore
a sample of convenience, as only interested and forthcoming choir
members took the information and subsequently contacted me to
agree to participate in the study. I conducted the interviews in a
convenient location for participants, and they were audio-recorded.
A sample list of key interview questions is included in Table 1. Par-
ticipants had the option of remaining anonymous. Although the ma-
jority agreed to be named, I have represented participants by single
letters for the sake of convenience, and altered the letters of those
who chose to remain anonymous to protect their identity.

Table 1: Sample interview questions

Why do you sing?
Why do you sing in a choir/group?
What is the social atmosphere like?
How do you feel when you sing in a choir? Physically? Emotionally?
How do people in the choir relate to each other?
How does a choir compare to other group activities?
How does performance compare to rehearsal?
How are choir activities in relation to other activities in your life?
Through what avenues do you experience a sense of community?

I used these questions in most interviews so as to maintain consis-
tency. However, due to the semi-structured nature of the interviews,
further unanticipated discussion also emerged during the fieldwork
process and informed the collected data.
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Following data collection, I sorted the responses and grouped
them into themes, as recommended by Judd and Pooley (2014). Rele-
vant quotes have been included for each section. In keeping with the
desire to represent the experience of choristers themselves, the full
context of the quotes has sometimes been included in the paper, so
as to give a more insightful picture of the individual cases.

IV. Results

Participant responses were divided into two general categories, (1) re-
sponses that specifically involved the sonic experience of singing in
a choir; and (2) responses that encompassed the broader social con-
text of the experience. The first of these categories is addressed at
length in a separate paper (Specker, 2014, unpublished). It included
physical engagement; multi-sensory embodiment; sound production,
perception, and harmony; creation; shared sound as social therapy;
and sound as collective memory. The second category, examined be-
low, featured more widely applicable social experiences that can be
discussed through the framework of Turner’s common liminal crite-
ria and identified as examples of communitas. Most cases indicated
feelings of community among participants. However, there were also
exceptions and instances in which the choirs did not fulfill the ex-
pected function.

Social cohesion encompasses a range of experiences. The emer-
gent factors that contributed to social cohesion were (a) working to-
wards a common goal, (b) shared values or topics of interest, (c) an
accepting environment, (d) interaction with the greater community,
and (e) external/extracurricular social infrastructure. These, in turn,
contributed to the secondary outcomes of establishing a common con-
nection, caring about each other as a group, mutual equality and re-
sponsibility, and trust. Of the participants, four choir members cited
social engagement as a primary reason for joining the choir, while
four also joined the choir because of pre-existing social connections.
The conductors of the Gettin’ Higher Choir also gave input as to the
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social dynamics of the choir.1

The conductors in this context play dual, dialectical roles. Turner
himself juxtaposes equality with authority in a somewhat conflicting
manner, as one of his criteria for liminality refers to an alliance of
temporary equals who nonetheless submit to a figure of authority,
the latter remaining outside the liminal group. In this respect, the
conductors represent the authority figures. Previous research has
been carried out on the topic of conductor influence on choral par-
ticipants (Durrant 2005), and further research could be done in this
respect, although this was not my area of focus due to the relatively
constrained scope of the study.

However, particularly in the Gettin’ Higher Choir, the emphasis
on inclusion is such that the conductors also play a participatory
role in the experience. One chorister commented on how she per-
ceived the conductors as treating the choir members as equals. One
of the conductors also noted the leveling properties of communal vo-
cal participation (see below), and in working towards a final perfor-
mance both the conductors and choristers were sharing a common
goal. Given this dynamic, I felt it was important to interview the con-
ductors as well as the choristers. I also felt that the conductors would
be able to draw on prior experiences with choirs, to illuminate their
reasons and objectives in forming this kind of community-oriented
choir.

Both conductors discussed the communal aspects of participating
in a choir emphatically. They cited the positive musical and social
aspects of the choir as being key to the creation and existence of the
choir.

Shivon: I knew that singing together creates a field be-
tween people, a field of, you could say, connection and

1Contrary to what one might expect, reasons for joining the choir did not appear to
have a direct impact on the results. Links between preexisting social connections and
social outcomes within the choir were not consistent; the same can be said of desired
intent upon joining the group and subsequent experience. Given this indication, I have
chosen not to pursue the matter further in this paper. Further research may, however,
be informative.
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fun and trust, an enjoyable field – what you could call
community is created, and it gets people out of their shy-
ness, it gets people out of their isolation – you really
don’t have to be talking about opinions, this and that…
The voice is a great leveler, you know.

Denis: Just to form a really safe place where people could
rediscover their voices, and develop a kind of community
around that, which was supportive and musical and joy-
ful.

The concepts of trust, connection, support, cooperation, and equal-
ity are evident in the above comments, and they emerge further in
the response of participants. Both conductors noted that working
together towards a common goal requires different levels of interper-
sonal engagement, which can in turn establish community:

Shivon: On the surface, we’re all learning the song, we’re
learning thewords of the song, we’re learning the rhythm,
we’re learning the melody, we’re learning the harmonies,
all that — but the subtext of what’s going on is, we’re all
practicing listening to ourselves and to each other at the
same time. Which is a wonderful skill for building har-
mony, like, harmony in the community, harmony in the
world.

Denis: There is an element, when you sing together, that
is almost primal… It’s the breathing, and themaking sound,
and the working towards a common goal, and a big part
of it is…just listening and being really tuned in, and hav-
ing your voicematch the other people’s voices, and being
able to experience that. So you get the vibrations from
them in your body and you pass your vibrations to them,
and it all kind of becomes this soup, where the focus isn’t
on any individual, it’s on what happens with all the indi-
viduals, because it’s something no one person can do by
themselves.
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The cooperativemusical experience described above byDenis ech-
oes Schütz’s (1951) premise of the “mutual tuning-in relationship”,
and emphasizes the need for collective participation and equality.
Also noted was the outreach and community service aspect of the
choir, which situates the group within the greater social context:

Shivon: A community, to have longevity, has to have
something outside of itself – it adds to the sense of pur-
pose… It’s a big part of community building.

This indicates that, like all avenues of communitas, the experience
exists in balance with the structure of the enveloping society. Shivon
gave further input on the social outcomes of singing:

Shivon: Somehow the singing together, well, it develops
an atmosphere of trust. That feeling of ‘I am because we
are’, that we are all connected…

The relationship between the “I” and the “We” (Buber; Schütz; Turner)
was described as being a central aspect of the choral singing experi-
ence. Many of the points noted by the conductors also emerged in
participant responses.

Participants’ comments revealed that the feeling of communitas
did indeed prove applicable to the choral singing experience. How-
ever, it became evident that communitas was facilitated through a va-
riety of avenues, and, once present, was experienced in several ways.
Most members cited a welcoming atmosphere as being present upon
entering into either choir, and stressed the importance of the commu-
nity aspect.

C: What I liked about the Gettin Higher Choir was…the
spirit that Shivon andDenis bring to it – of, serious about
what we’re singing, but almost more for the building of
community than for some kind of musical perfection. I
feel it’s one of the communities I’m part of in Victoria –
not just that you go there and go away again.
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T: This particular choir (the Victoria Good News Choir)
is about community more than anything else, that’s the
highest priority… I thinkwhat’s happenedwith this choir
is the ones who stay are the ones who are seeking that
community, want to be a part of it, contribute to it.

S: It’s like its own little cosmos, its own community…
(it’s about) more than just arriving and warming up and
singing, but also the element that Shivon and Denis cul-
tivate – about community-building.

The environment and feeling of community, in most cases, seemed
to be the first step towards generating a feeling of cohesion compa-
rable to communitas. Given the nature of the choirs being studied,
there was often a pre-existing recognition of the social function of
the activity.

1. Contributing factors

1.1 Common goals

One repeatedly emerging catalyst for social bonding was the process
of working together towards a common goal. In some cases, this
took on specifically sonic attributes, but often it was the general col-
laborative process that participants cited as the source of cohesion.
The interdependence of choir members in order to build a greater
musical whole was recognized as a crucial component of the choral
experience.

C: I think everybody singing together probably forms
some form of community… I guess it must be something
to do with intention, the shared intention to do some-
thing…The choir’s kind of like that, we have a task, and
our task is to learn these songs, and we learn them by
heart. So we sing off book, and so you really have to
make a commitment to do that…And so I guess it’s every-
body committing that amount of their time and energy,
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that draws you together, a shared enterprise or some-
thing like that.
S: It’s individual in that you’re working hard, and then
you get to your goal, but it does have more of a sense
of journey, or group creation — and then when you get
there…finally…it’s very satisfying.

The sensation of journeying described by S. suggests parallels
with the state of liminality and the experience of communitas. The
process of joining together as equals towards a common end is pre-
cisely that — a process —which can in some capacities be seen as akin
to the ritual processes believed by Turner to facilitate the communitas
phenomenon.

1.2 Shared values and interests

Often members expressed feelings of commonality derived from the
mutual interests or values shared by other participants in the choral
setting.

S: That sense of connection and purpose, whether it’s
working on a particular section and we get it, or that
there is a common value system that I’m sharing with
everyone there, so it feels like…potential for intensive
emotional connection.
O: I meet a lot of people who have similar values — peo-
ple that are into gardening, people who are into social
justice, I meet peoplewho care about the environment…A
lot of us are in same demographic, we have similar ideas…you
can always discuss things with people.

The perception of sharing values and social knowledge with a
group of like-minded individuals was a strong component of the ex-
perience. Although members of the choir came from diverse back-
grounds, participating in the choir placed them in a situation where
they could set aside other differences in favour of what made them
alike.
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1.3 Accepting atmosphere

Participants also mentioned the open, inviting, and safe environment
of the choir as an important aspect of the positive social effect.

M: You go in there and there’s this aura, there are all
these people chatting, and smiling, ‘Nice to see you, how
was your week?’ — people you haven’t known very long.

G: I had some idea of the supportive nature of that choir,
so that gets through some ofmy inherent resistance— be-
ing able to push my envelope, but being somewhat com-
fortable, somewhat safe.

T: It’s very important that nobody feels bad in this choir…
‘Welcome’ comes out a lot, that word is the attitude.

This environment of safety and support appeared to be a direct fa-
cilitator of the experiences of equality and trust experienced by choir
members. In this way, the structural components of the choir itself
contributed to the potential for communitas among participants, pre-
senting an interesting take on the structure/liminality dialectic dis-
cussed by Turner (1969).

1.4 Community interaction

Situating the activity within the greater community was, for some
participants, an important aspect of the experience. Several noted
that participating in the choir brought them into contact with other
citizens in their city, with whom they would ordinarily have little
contact. In some cases this referred to members of the choir, as below:

O: (There’s) a lot of people you might not have met oth-
erwise.

C: I guess…it’s people that I would never encounter in
my daily life… it makes me feel part of the community.

Both comments address the stretching and diversification of social
ties, which can be important in reducing social isolation. In other
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cases, similar comments pertained to participants in the outreach set-
tings, such as when choir members joined in singing with a weekly
choir for disadvantaged citizens.

T: You change your judgment of people, because you’re
interactingwith a population youwouldn’t normally have
interacted with…You expand your horizons by the oppor-
tunities that are part of this experience.

S: (The choir is) grounded locally and globally as well.

This ties back to the equalizing cause and effect of communitas, and
the greater social repercussions and importance of the experience.
Social status or hierarchies need no longer be relevant when singing,
because — as noted in previous responses — all singers are equally
required to contribute and to blend. Additionally, the experience
brings together different parts of society, stitching together the larger
whole.

1.5 Social infrastructure

Participants discussed a variety of social activities and setups con-
nected with the choir, which facilitated further community building
among participants.

I: We have a potluck at the beginning of each session,
and I’ve gone to most of them – that’s always fun. We
made some friends, because we did some carpooling in
our neighbourhood – made some very good friends.

T: We do social stuff too — there’s potluck dinners…a
bake sale, where we sell to each other and the money
goes to the choir — and we’ve done people’s birthdays…

O: I like the newsletter – it sort of keeps the group to-
gether.

From these responses, the contribution to group cohesion is evident.
The infrastructure further emphasizes the unity of the choir, but also
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provides opportunities for social growth. One participant in particu-
lar stressed the social values of these activities.

C. The singing and the dancing and the eating are all im-
portant, but actually it’s the being together that’s impor-
tant. Because we’re social animals.

Some of these comments reveal increased lasting friendship ties. How-
ever, for the most part, they reveal the social microcosm that is the
choir — a social venue or network that exists in and of itself, and in
which people partake through participation.

2. Outcomes
The perceived outcomes of the choral singing experience are highly
interconnected, but a few broad categories emerged.

2.1 Connection

Participants usually noted that they felt a connection to other choir
members outside of the choral setting, even if it was simply an ac-
knowledgment of mutual involvement.

I: Someone says they are part of the GHC and that’s a
little connection that we have, yeah.
S: (When out walking with elderly mum) Inevitably will
see someone from choir, and it’s because it’s their com-
munity too, and so that’s a very nice element. And we
may or may not exchange words but we always smile or
wave or something. So that is very validating, of one’s
‘humanness’…You feel like there’s that shared experience,
so I would feel…that there’s a connection there, even
though we don’t know each other.
O: If we see each other we will talk – and there’s some
really interesting people.
M:The sopranos are over there and we’re the altos — and
often we don’t know them, but when there’s a potluck
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or we run into them in the street, “Oh, yes yes, you’re
a soprano!”, (though) we’ve probably maybe not talked
to them… You just feel a deep sense of connection with
other people in the choir.

Participants indicate feeling that they have a bond that is outside their
usual social circle, and that connects them with others who have
shared in this community-building experience. Recognition of mu-
tual involvement is an expected byproduct of a group activity, but
these responses indicate that this can facilitate reduced social alien-
ation through an extended network of acquaintances and involve-
ment. The level of social connection differed among participants —
for some it was quite trivial, for others deeply meaningful, revealing
that communitas, although widespread in some capacities, was not in
fact a homogeneous experience.

2.2 Caring

The perception of being cared for by others in the choir emerged very
strongly among some participant responses.

C: I like the community aspect, that everybody’s really
friendly and caring and supportive… I think that anytime
you get together a group of people from diverse neigh-
bourhoods and what have you, and give them a common
goal and a common purpose, it draws people together,
and anytime we draw together into community, then it’s
a more caring world that we’re living in.

I.The choir community’s been very powerful…(when our
grandson was in hospital) the choir sang to us and for
us…Iwould say that choirmembers care about each other
in some way… I don’t know a lot of names, but I know
quite a few, so you know who you’re singing to – it’s
great, we care about each other.

S. I suppose there is that sense of journeying, of all going
together… and there’s exposure, vulnerability, I think,
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that I experience and witness in varying degrees — so
that closeness, and just admiration and caring that comes
from that.
O. A nice group of people. Not in each other’s face, but
people care when you’re there; it’s a good feeling.

The above comments illustrate possibilities for social support through
shared participation. Responses indicate a heightened interest and
investment in fellow members of the choir, as well as the reciprocal
personal experience of this phenomenon.

2.3 Responsibility and equality

The experience of contributing to a common cause appeared to em-
phasize the value that each participant brought to the whole. People
described rising to the occasion in order to make the overall expe-
rience worthwhile for everyone involved, taking responsibility, but
without expectation of individual recognition due to the communal
nature of the experience.

I:There’s something about doing that with all those other
people, and making it flow together, and them doing an-
other part, and we’re doing another part, and that flows
together… you lose your ego… (It’s a) very ego-dissolving
process.
T: The performance element, working up to putting it
out there… Supporting each other – let’s do this together,
gotta make sure your buddy beside you gets it as well as
you do – that empowerment of yourself and others is
attractive, and it feels good to do that.

The feeling of equality in some cases extended to the directors, as
choristers at times perceived them as creating an environment that
facilitated that feature.

J: That competitive edge that you find sometimes in mu-
sic isn’t there…(the directors) model a level playing field
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like no choir conductors I’ve ever known about do, they’re
there with us…very much as equals…And the fact that
we stand in a circle, I think says it all, for me.

Although the choir directors were in some ways the authority
figures, their attitude also ensured that a perception of equal contri-
bution remained present. This is yet another indicator of liminality
and communitas among participants, as directors and choir members
did not place themselves above or below other members, but instead
focused on commonalities and accepted a position of equal stature.

2.4 Trust

Experiences of trust more often emerged through expressions of con-
nection and community, than through explicit use of the definitive
term. However, participants often cited the safe social environment
as a means of establishing greater comfort with one’s fellow singers.

C: I think there’s a level of trust that, if you’re there in
community, everyone will be supportive.

The trust that is built by the choral experience is evident in the de-
scriptions presented in this paper — of the caring attitude, the re-
sponsibility of contributing to the whole, and the feelings of shared
connection with other choir members. The experience of communi-
tas would seem to be closely tied to feelings of trust, in order for
participants to fully engage with one another.

3. Exceptions
One participant in particular noted that she did not experience a
strong social connection in her current choir. However, the partic-
ipant’s comments indicated that she had experienced feelings akin to
communitas in previous choirs. It appeared that the ultimate decisive
factor regarding collective bonding was the group’s common goal —
in this case, the participant’s musical goals differed from others in
her current choir, which had not been the case previously. Therefore,
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one can gather that a shared sense of common purpose may need to
be present before social cohesion can occur. This is consistent with
Turner’s (1969) criteria for liminality and, consequently, communitas,
in which individuals join together with a shared desired outcome or
experience.

Some participants emphasized that, although they recognized the
strong social component of choir participation and considered the
group a community, they did not consider themselves heavily in-
volved or rely on it for their sole social fulfillment. This illustrates
variation and fluctuating degrees to which people could feel part of
a given social enterprise.

Others sought to develop or increase lasting friendships through
the choir and joined it for this purpose, but found that this was not
occurring. It may be that the social experience of coming together
in song is dictated by its specific parameters, and requires the choir
structure to be in place, without which social connections do not nec-
essarily endure (a feature that would not be inconsistent with com-
munitas as Turner [1969] describes it, as the effect derives primarily
from the communal action itself). Here, perhaps, the plausible link
between communitas-inducing experiences and greater social inclu-
sion breaks down — for while one may be experiencing communitas
in the moment, this does not necessarily translate to an increased
support network for all participating parties.

V. Discussion

Over the course of the fieldwork, the community choir experience
emerged through participants as a complex and nuanced social occur-
rence. Conversations with participants indicated that attaining social
connection through singing can be a multifaceted process, with nu-
merous variants and possibilities. In this instance, the activity was
able to give rise to a range of positive social outcomes, yet these were
in turn reached through several different avenues. The key factors
of a common goal, shared values, a safe environment, community
interaction, and social infrastructure were gateways through which
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the feelings of collective participation could be achieved. The out-
comes included increased levels of trust, equality, connection, and
mutual caring, which together were shown to form the basis for a
common experience of communitas. Providing a categorical means
of discussing the social experience of shared singing practices allows
one to further build on the work of Kennedy (2009) and others in
a practical fashion. Beyond generalized descriptions of social bene-
fits, this approach brings greater depth and clarity to the topic, by
identifying specific processes and requisite criteria for the feeling of
communitas to emerge among participants. The experience was ex-
amined from the ground up, as it were, via the practice and process,
rather than taking a top-down approach and only acknowledging the
final product.

In this capacity, Turner’s (1969) approach was helpful. The prop-
erties of ritual, liminality, and correlated social bonding, appropri-
ately modified, revealed themselves to be a useful means of exploring
and analyzing participant responses, providing a framework within
which to situate and understand the dynamics of collective participa-
tion. The feelings of togetherness that can, at times, be derived from
singing in a group are evocative of the characteristics of communitas
and lend credence to Schütz’s principle that making music together
can facilitate social bonding.

Turner’s system was nonetheless lacking in some capacities, not
least because it failed to adequately account for the nuances and in-
dividual experiences of communitas for each participant, and instead
focused primarily on the collective. The relatively rigid definitions
of structure and of liminality, or anti-structure, in ritual contexts are
also not feasible in this setting. Rather, the study results indicate that
a feeling of communitas is, in some cases, enhanced by structured
extra-curricular elements, therefore blurring the lines between the
structured and the liminal. While Turner does acknowledge that one
must exist in order for the other to occur, the choral setting seems to
push even these boundaries, for its members move fluidly between
the two states.

What this approach does accomplish, however, is to establish the
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choral social experience within a more universal social context. In
knowing the specific processes that contribute to communitas and
social cohesion in this setting, one can make a case for the utility
of choirs as a social tool. As demonstrated in the literature review,
many scholars have given indications of how such organizations can
be socially viable. Their beneficial nature has been demonstrated
among convicts, homeless persons, invalids, and the socially isolated,
to name a few notable cases. However, these have mainly been devel-
oped on a case-by-case basis. With the approach of this paper, one
can proceed to establish an operable set of ideal criteria for choirs
with a social purpose. These choirs may be presented as requiring
the following:

• A safe, non-threatening environment for participants
• Occasions for interaction with, and participation in, the greater
community

• Extra-curricular opportunities for members
• A compelling, inclusive, sharedmission and intent for the choir
and its members (this may serve to links the elements of both
common goals and values)

If these conditions are in place, one can make the reasonable assump-
tion that the choir shares common traits with other liminal contexts
and processes of social cohesion, and may thus be able to foster com-
munitas, by way of the outcomes noted in this study.

To name a few possible examples of practical uses, social workers
may concretely consider choirs as a viable means of socially support-
ing disadvantaged populations on an interpersonal level. Intercul-
tural associations and community-building projects may recommend
choirs as a way to feel less isolated, whether in a new location or in
a socially difficult environment. Denis Donnelly and Shivon Robin-
song each already offer singing workshops in business contexts, to
facilitate greater relational skills and cohesion among participants
(Donnelly, n.d; Robinsong, n.d.). For every traditional support group,
might there not also be a singing group for those who wish to par-
ticipate? Their functions differ somewhat, to be sure, but they may
complement each other well. If the criteria is clear and the claims to
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communitas legitimate, the activity can move out of the recreational
sphere and be considered as a valid means of bringing positive social
change — or at least moments of meaningful interpersonal engage-
ment — into the lives of many.

Still, more research remains. Responses were, in all probability,
inspired by the community-oriented philosophy of the choir, plac-
ing limits on the data collected. Additionally, the choirs were highly
localized and the sample size was small, therefore results can only
truly represent the expressions of the participants. Further research
is neededwith other kinds of choirs, to evaluatewhether the premises
of equality and unity that inform the experience of communitas are
present. The role of the conductors may be especially important if
choirs are applied in social work contexts. The relationship between
preexisting social networks and benefits derived from the choral con-
text needs more investigation; additionally, it would be interesting
to compare participants’ social standpoints and priorities with their
potential musical ones, and to identify divergence and overlap.

VI. Conclusion

In the context of discussions surrounding social isolation and cohe-
sion, the responses of participants offer an insightful grounded per-
spective onwhat the process of social bondingmay entail. They bring
to light the practices of engaging with one another through singing,
by way of a common goal, shared values, a safe environment, com-
munity interaction, and social infrastructure, and they display the
relation to the subsequent outcomes of trust, equality, connection,
mutual caring, and ultimately communitas. These results offer the
strong possibility that choral singingmay effectively facilitate similar
social developments in varied situations. Fromwithin the confines of
this study, it is clear that singing together has the capacity to foster
a sense of communitas and collective collaboration — we now stand
poised to discover the many manifestations of this experience that
still lie before us.
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